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CitriStrip® Paint & Varnish Stripping Gel
 Works in 30 minutes but stays wet and active for up to 24 hours
 Removes paint, varnish and polyurethane from wood, metal and masonry
 Thick gel formula clings to vertical surfaces without runs or drips
 Safer formula with a pleasant orange scent -- Contains no

   methylene chloride
 Very easy to use formula for the novice -- Can leave on surface

   overnight to strip multiple layers

Klean-Strip® Klean-Kutter Remover
 Works in 30 minutes or less
 Dissolves clear finishes such as varnish, lacquer, polyurethane

   & shellac from all types of wood
 Thin liquid formula brushes quickly & evenly or can be applied

   with a stripping pad
 Safe to use on antiques and fine furniture to refinish without

   harming the wood or damaging glue joints & veneers

Klean-Strip® Premium Sprayable Stripper
 Works in 15 minutes or less
 Removes paint, epoxy and polyurethane from wood, metal and masonry
 Thin liquid formula with a convenient spray bottle for quick coverage
 All the strength of KS-3 Premium in a sprayable form to get

   into grooves & crevices

Klean-Strip® Premium Stripper
 Works in 15 minutes or less
 Removes paint, epoxy and polyurethane from wood, metal and masonry
 Paste formula clings to vertical surfaces without runs or drips
 The most powerful stripper for the toughest jobs
 Fastest way to strip multiple layers of almost any finish from most surfaces

Klean-Strip® Strip-X Stripper
 Works in 30 minutes or less
 Removes stain from wood and removes varnish & paint from wood,

   metal & masonry
 Paste formula clings to vertical surfaces without runs or drips
 Good for quickly removing multiple layers of latex paint, or for

   getting back to the original wood by removing pigmented wood stains


